
    

Harlequin Bowmen 

Shooting Procedures 

              COVID-19: MARCH 2021 
Archery is available in a turn up-shoot-go home model. Some socialising/mixing is now permissible: 
maximum of 6 people from 2 households may ‘gather’ but must still socially distance. 

Archers MUST sign in with arrival and departure times, so as to facilitate track and trace procedures 
should they be needed. We are able to accommodate up to and including 30 people (archers and 
accompanying parents) MAXIMUM. 

Each 5m range can accommodate EITHER ONE family group/bubble OR 2 indidividual archers wishing to 
shoot the same round. 

Ideally toilet facilities should only be used in emergencies, so archers should try to plan their shooting so 
as to reduce the likelihood of needing these facilities. 

A full risk assessment has been shared electronically with all members. A step-by-step guide follows: 

1) First archer arriving collects sanitising agent box and decontaminates all commonly used surfaces 
(handles, keypads, etc). 

2) Second archer arriving is responsible for the usual field set-up including roping off and signage. 
3) Archers bring personal equipment to their chosen range. 
4) Archers sanitise their hands using hand-gel provided before collecting equipment to set up the 

boss, stand, ground ties and ground pin from the container. They then disinfect the trolley 
handle and mallet (if used) and use antiseptic hand-gel for their hands once more.  

5) Archers use their OWN target and face pins (replacements on shelves in container). 
6) Shoot…..there are no time limits for shooting beyond sunset! Pairs of archers shooting together, 

but who are NOT part of the same family group/bubble, should shoot in separate details, and 
collect arrows one at a time. 

7) Take target face and pins off the boss and KEEP to take with you for next time. 
8) Leave boss and stand set up if an arriving archer requires it. Otherwise clear away using the same 

sanitation guidelines as for setting up. 
9) Collect all personal equipment, including target faces and pins, and depart promptly. 

10)  The final 2 archers on site need to split the field clearance (ropes and signage) and locking 
up/disinfection between them. All common surfaces should be disinfected once more as the 
range is closed up. 

 
The current model for archery has been designed by Archery GB in conjunction with the Government 
guidelines to REDUCE the risk of COVID-19 to acceptable levels. Our risk assessment has been based 
on this advice to fit our own context at Harwell. HLRA have approved our shooting on the basis of these 
instructions being followed fully. We expect all club members to do so. 

All queries or concerns should be addressed to the Club Chairman, Paul Comina. In emergencies 
please contact him directly on 07779 260075. 

          P. Comina, 27th March 2021. 


